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A ‘gimp’. Those people ‘s fetish is 
dressing up in a costume which doesn’t 
reveal any of their features, not even 
their gender, and they often hang 
around in places without even talking. 
Rumors says that this person is a very 
high rank in the UK legal world... 
others that he is a truck driver



Sadomasochism (SM) means different things for different people. For some is a lifestyle, for 
others  part of their sexuality, or their entire sexuality, for others it’s related to a specific 
relationship, for some is a form play, for some is a style.  What is common in all those takes, are 
the presence of consent (two adult people, who both know what they are doing and are aware of the 
risks those things may involve), trust, respect and communication. Plus a great deal of fantasy, 
surrealism and humour.  SM is dynamic and subjective, and the psychological dynamics in it involved 
are often more important (and interesting) than its sexual element. 



Invitation only private party



CVK private session. A man was dressed in a pig 
costume and brought to a public party without being 
allowed to reveal his identity. Turning people into 
animals is a common form of humiliation used in BDSM 
play. As it’s very often the case, the man has a very 
high responsibility job and in this way he releases 
the pressure and lets his submissive side out



The body suit isolates TB from the surroundings 
and makes her completely dependant on her 
Dominant control. K and TB are married and 
live a 24/7 Master/slave relationship, which 
is still in place when they are in non-kinky 
environments, even if in those situations it 
takes place in a more subtle way



MA performs medical play on one of her 
clients. He is a masochist as well as an 
exhibitionist. Respected pro-Dominas do 
not perform direct sexual acts on their 

clients nor give sexual performances 



MJ is dominant to SW for which he has set in 
place a complex set of rules. They live as 
a Master-Slave couple 24/7 and at home, as 

well as in kinky-friendly environment she is 
not allowed but minimal items of clothing, 

not to sit on the furniture, and not to 
touch with her hands any of the implements 
and toys MJ uses on her and is very often 

chained even at home. They have a loving and 
caring relationship, and he takes care of 

all her practical and emotional needs, while 
she satisfies other needs in his life



Sex toys waiting to be washed up. 
Implements are a big part of SM play, 
and yet more delicate physical forms 

of play and subtle psychological 
elements do play a great part in SM is



S. is EV’s husband and slave. She is a 
professional Domina as well as a make 
up artist and he is a doctor. Their 
relationship is not a 24/7 one and for them 
the ‘kinky bit’ is just something to spice 
up their relationship and to have a laugh



MJ is dominant to SW for which he has set in place a complex set 
of rules. They live as a Master-Slave couple 24/7 and at home, 
as well as in kinky-friendly environment she is not allowed but 
minimal items of clothing, not to sit on the furniture, and not 
to touch with her hands any of the implements and toys MJ uses 
on her and is very often chained even at home. They have a loving 
and caring relationship, and he takes care of all her practical 
and emotional needs, while she satisfies other needs in his life



EV’s private dungeon. She uses it 
for her work sessions, being a 
pro-Domina, as well as lending it 
to her friends and using it for 
her own private play sessions



Private party. Suspension is performed on a ‘demo-
bunny’, it’s a private moment of play as well as 

something put on show for the other participants to 
the party. Performance can be a part of those parties 
not only for exhibitionism but also to allow people 
to volounteer as performers so trying out new things 
in a safe environment and to meet other people whose 

desires match theirs. There is a very tight safe-net in 
the SM community, where every individual would watch 
out for the others and check safety, share tips and 

make sure that people with bad behaviour are flagged in 
protection to the other members of the community 



T is a young submissive that plays with CM. He is 
much older than her and he is married to MV with 
whom he has a normal marriage as well as a kinky 

relationship. She ‘prepares’ his girls for him to 
play, taking care of their appearance, as well as 
preparing the dungeon settings with refreshments. 
Even if MV is her life partner, CM has got many 

playing partners with whom he develops deep affective 
relationships as well as engaging in SM sessions. 

There is no place for jealousy in their relationship 
and their marriage is healthy and solid 



MV and CM in a moment of play. They have a normal marriage 
as well as a kinky relationship. She ‘prepares’ his girls 
for him to play, taking care of their appearance, as well 
as preparing the dungeon settings with refreshments. They 
have also moments when they play together. Even if MV is 
her life partner, CM has got many playing partners with 
whom he develops deep affective relationships as well as 

engaging in SM sessions. There is no place for jealousy in 
their relationship and their marriage is healthy and solid



MCL, pro-Domina, play session



Private party. Playing in front of other people is 
not only exhibitionism but also to allows people to 

to try out new things and new play partners in a safe 
environment and to meet other people whose desires 
match theirs. There is a very tight safe-net in the 
SM community, where every individual would watch out 
for the others and check safety, share tips and make 
sure that people with bad behaviour are flagged in 
protection to the other members of the community



TB wears leg irons put on by her Dominant/Owner 
and husband K. She is ‘officially’ registered to 
the ‘Slave Register’, which has no legal value 

but a great meaning for the people who register 
their slaves as a property. She doesn’t even 

wear a wedding ring but a collar, for which only 
her Master has the keys, to represent her total 

submission to him and as a form of objectification



Two maids in service to MA perform 
domestic duties for her
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